Variant nucleolus organizing regions and the risk of Down syndrome.
In order to determine whether nucleolus organizing region (NOR) heteromorphisms of the acrocentric chromosomes could identify individuals at risk for having offspring with trisomy 21, a comparison was made between 43 parents of individuals with Down syndrome and 39 controls. NORs, as visualized by silver staining, were analyzed by mean number per cell, average size, total NOR "mass" per cell (designated mean score per cell) and by mean number of acrocentric chromosome satellite associations per cell. No "double NOR" variants (dNOR) were found in either the control or study group in contrast to observations of others (Jackson-Cook et al. 1985). The risk for having a child with trisomy correlated with a higher frequency of associations and number of NORs per cell, but slightly lower average NOR size. Although these group differences were statistically significant, specific types of NOR variants such as enlarged or dNORs were not associated with the risk of having trisomy 21 offspring. The constancy of NOR mass per cell in our control and study groups indicates that NOR activity remains constant, even though distribution of the rRNA genes (variation in number and size of NORs on the 10 acrocentrics) may vary.